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STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES V SOUND PRO VT900 
VOLTE-TEL 

 
Make your favorite music come alive with the new modern wireless STEREO BLUETOOTH HEADPHONES 

V SOUND PRO VT900 brought to you by VOLTE-TEL. They have extremely durable construction and 

smart foldable design, so that you can always carry them comfortably. They are also easily adjustable to 

fit every user. High quality leatherette lining on the inside ensures comfort when used for long time, as 

well as the appropriate sound proofing to make sure you never disturb anyone around you. Because 

their amplitude response is 20-20000Hz you enjoy music with excellent quality, crystal clear sound and 

deep rich bass.   

 
Connects wirelessly with Bluetooth v4.1 and uses a rechargeable battery, that offers up to 10 hours of 

non stop audio playback, so you won’t miss a call while listening to music. When the battery runs out 

you can either charge them using the included USB cable, or use them as wired headphones using the 

3.5mm jack cable, that is also included in the packaging. High sensitivity LED Multi-Functional Touch 

allows volume adjustment, easy switching between songs or radio stations, pairing to compatible 

devices and pausing audio playback. Finally the built-in microphone ensures your interlocutor can 

always hear you loud and clear, even while you are in motion. 
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With their high build quality and excellent performance V Sound Pro headphones will definitely become 
your favorite accessory for MP3/MP4 players, feature phones, smartphones, P/C gaming or watching 
movies on the TV with excellent sound and great volume and without annoying anyone else.  
V Sound Pro are available in 5 colors and the packaging also contains a USB charging cable, a 3.5mm 
jack cable, a special carrying case and an instruction manual. 

- Battery percentage indicator in all Apple devices. 
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